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Abstract
Beating-time gestures are movement patterns of the hand swaying along with music, thereby indicating
accented musical pulses. The spatiotemporal configuration of these patterns makes it di cult to analyse and
model them. In this paper we present an innovative modelling approach that is based upon imitation learning
or Programming by Demonstration (PbD). Our approach - based on Dirichlet Process Mixture Models,
Hidden Markov Models, Dynamic Time Warping, and non-uniform cubic spline regression - is particularly
innovative as it handles spatial and temporal variability by the generation of a generalised trajectory from a
set of periodically repeated movements. Although not within the scope of our study, our procedures may be
implemented for the sake of controlling movement behaviour of robots and avatar animations in response to
music.
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1. Introduction
Robots and animated avatars have an enormous
potential for technology-assisted (e-)learning purposes.
Of particular interest is the ability of robots and
avatars to motivate people to be active, and to assist
them in learning particular motor skills. This however
requires robots and avatars to accurately reproduce
human behaviour. Programming by Demonstration
(PbD), also referred to as Learning by Imitation, has
been proven an e↵ective method in robotics research
to let robots reproduce human-like movements in a
realistic manner [1, 2]. In essence, PbD enables learning
a robot how to perform specific movement trajectories
and taskmanipulations through the imitation of actions
performed by a human demonstrator. However, the
generation of a generalised trajectory, which can be used
as a control signal, imposes some critical challenges.
One particular challenge is to cope with the spatial and
temporal variability inherent to repeated demonstrated
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actions. Temporal variability is typically solved by some
form of Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) [3]. The spatial
variability is then handled by interpolation techniques,
such as spline fitting, resulting in smooth curves
conceived as being close to natural movement.[4–7]
The main goal of the current study is to present
a new, integrated PbD method to handle spatial and
temporal variability in the generation of a generalised
trajectory from a set of periodically repeated, multi-
segmented movements. Movements in response to
music are particularly relevant here as they often
reflect the periodic auditory patterning of music.
These movements may range from simple foot tapping
or head nodding, to more complex forms of dance
[8, 9]. In the current study, we focus on so-called
‘beating-time gestures’, which reflect the periodically
repeated basic temporal pattern of strong and weak
accented beats within music (i.e., ‘musical meter’) into
a corresponding spatiotemporal ‘conducting model’.
Beating-time gestures have a goal-directed character,
in the sense that they follow some intended spatial
trajectory, and temporal key points in the music - i.e.,
strong and weak accented beats - are specifically linked
to position, velocity, and acceleration features. Because
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of that goal-directed character, a conducting model is
typically separated into di↵erent motion segments. The
obvious method for describing beating-time gestures,
which articulate a conducting model, is by looking at
the shape of their trajectories. For instance for a 4/4
meter (time signature), the classical trajectory shows
a movement where the right hand goes down to reach
the first beat, left to reach the second beat, right to the
third beat and up for the forth beat, shown as model
1 in Fig. 1. Obviously, other patterns exist and in this
study we present di↵erent four-beat patterns as the ones
shown in Fig. 1.
In a first part of the paper, we focus on formulating
our procedure to generate a generalised beating-time
gesture. This procedure will be demonstrated by an
application that allows adapting a two-dimensionally
represented beating-time gesture to music that is
playing. In future applications, this procedure could
be extended to more interesting applications, such
as actual robots or avatars. Thereby, we employ a
trajectory-level approach to the task, focusing on
low-level features such as position and velocity. In
dealing with spatial and temporal variability within
repeated demonstrations of periodic, multi-segmented
movements, our procedure uses a Dirichlet Process
Mixture Model (DPMM) as front end for a continuous
HMM (cHMM) to characterise every beating-time
gesture by a set of non-equidistant key points. We use
these key points for the creation of a reference signal for
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW). DTW is our solution
for handling the temporal variation. Eventually, we
produce a smooth generalised trajectory by means of
non-uniform B-cubic spline regression. The regression
step accounts for the spatial variation in the set of
demonstrations. As our method is well suited to handle
temporal and spatial variability, it is equally well suited
to capture demonstrations of models that are more
di cult to perform, and hence, demonstrations that are
more prone to errors or inconsistencies in time and
space.
In a second part of the paper, we outline a procedure
that facilitates the adaptation of a generalised beating-
time gesture to music. In past studies, music-driven
synthesis systems have been developed for human
dance movements and choreographies [10–13]. In the
context of music conducting systems, more attention
has been devoted to the opposite process, namely
the implementation of automatic gesture analysis to
control in real-time specific playback parameters of
music such as tempo, timbre, and dynamics [14–17]. In
the current study, we outline a procedure that adapts
beating-time gestures to music by using piece-wise
linear interpolation to map the intervals between the
key points of these gestures to the intervals made up
by the beat points of the music . The development of
such a system is highly valuable in a music-pedagogical
context. Beating-time gestures are typically used
in music pedagogy to reinforce musical novices’
ability to perceive and identify metrical patterns in
music. In support of this pedagogical method, research
demonstrated that the performance of body movements
in response to music may structure music and influence
people’s perception of musical rhythm and meter
[18, 19]. Hence, a system that automatically generates
beating-time gestures to music may assist students to
perform these gestures themselves, and consequently
to increase their musical skills.
The general outline of the paper is as follows.
Section 2 describes a small experiment that was
conducted to obtain human movement data on which
we could apply our methods. The explanation of our
data processing and modelling methods makes up the
core of our study and is handled in Section 3. In
Section 4, we introduce an application that enables
the automatic alignment of beating-time gestures to
music. This is followed by a discussion in Section 5 and
conclusions are drawn in Section 6.
2. Data collection: experimental set-up
Subjects + Task. Four participants having no musical
background and aged between 18 and 20 years were
asked to perform repetitive cycles of conductingmodels
into beating-time gestures. As depicted in Fig. 1 five
di↵erent conducting models were defined upfront.
The definition and selection of models was done in
collaboration with the participants. They were asked
to explore and propose a set of five models. Every
subject performed 40 cycles of a particular conducting
model into beating-time gestures, but did not perform
on all five models. The assignment of conducting
models to subjects was random with the restriction
that every subject had to perform the commonly
known conducting model (labeled as model 1) and two
more conducting models. More in particular, subject 1
performed on model 1, 2 and 3, subject 2 performed on
model 1, 2 and 4, and subjects 3 and 4 performed on
model 1, 3 and 5. This means that in total 480 cycles of
beating-time gestures (120 per subject) were performed.
Stimuli. The participants performed repetitive cycles
of beating-time gestures on an auditory stimulus
consisting of 40 bars of a repetitive metrical pattern
exhibited by metronome ticks at a tempo of 120 BPM
using a 4/4 time signature.
Data. Three-dimensional position data of hand
movements was recorded at a sample rate of 100 Hz
using an ‘Optitrack’ infrared optical motion capture
system consisting of 12 synchronised cameras with
related ‘Arena’ motion capture software (http://www.
naturalpoint.com). Participants were asked to put on
two sets of three infrared reflecting markers, each set
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Model 3 − Trajectory
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Model 4 − Trajectory
(d)
Model 5 − Trajectory
(e)
Figure 1. Spatial configuration of the five conductor models with 4/4 time signature.
defining a rigid body that could be easily identified by
the motion capture software. One set was placed at the
hand and one set at the chest. The set at the chest was
meant for positional reference.
3. Data processing3.1. Overview
The main goal of the study was to create a generalised
trajectory that allowed - in future applications - a robot
or animated avatar to perform subsequent beating-
time gestures in a continuous manner in response to
music. For robots, there exist many implementations
(hardware and software) but a common principle is
that force is applied to accomplish a positional and/or
velocity target [6]. Force is normally expressed as an
acceleration command (see Eq. 1) and it is used to track
the desired velocity and position using a proportional-
derivative (PD) controller.
x¨ = v( ˆ˙x   x˙) + p(xˆ   x) (1)
v and p are gain parameters similar to damping and
sti↵ness factors. x is a vector representing positional
information in line with the degrees of freedom (DOF)
of a robot. x can hold Cartesian coordinates as well
as angle coordinates. We follow here the conventional
notation for derivatives being x˙ for speed and x¨ for
acceleration. The hat-symbol is used for indicating the
target values: xˆ stands for the target position and ˆ˙x for
the target velocity. Eq. 1 explains the main interest of
this paper. We assume that a robot can determine its
current position (x) and its current velocity (x˙). We do
not discuss the details of tuning a robot (v ,p). The
focus of this paper lays completely on the calculation of
xˆ and ˆ˙x or, in other words on calculating a generalised
target trajectory for a beating-time gesture.
Our PbD solution calculates a generalised trajectory
from a continuous series of periodic, multi-segmented
beating-time gestures. The spatial variation in the series
will be handled using cubic spline regression. Cubic
spline regression is also an asset for handling periodic
boundaries. As a beating-time gesture is part of a
repeated sequence, we want the beginning and the end
of the generalised gesture to coincide. Cubic spline
regression is often done with a set of equidistant knots
(uniform splines). Then, extrema in the trajectory can or
can not coincide with the knots. If they do not coincide,
the extrema of the trajectory are flattened out resulting
in a more compressed shape. Because beating-time
gestures use the extrema to convey beat information,
we do not go that path and we choose for non-uniform
splines instead. Moreover, temporal variation will be
handled by adding a dynamical time warping (DTW)
step. DTW warps all demonstrations non-linearly in
the time dimension to a reference signal. And here, the
challenge relates to the calculation of a reference signal.
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Further, the issues of non-equidistant knots for cubic
spline regression and the creation of a reference signal
for DTW are solved by fitting a HMM. As we prefer to
keep the set of demonstrations low we need a simple
HMM, in our case an HMM with few parameters. The
number of HMM states and the initial values for Baum-
Welch training of the HMM parameters follow from a
Dirichlet Process Gaussian Mixture Model (DPGMM)
that we fit to the data. DPGMM is a Bayesian method
using a Dirichlet process as prior. The prior acts as a
regulariser, preventing overfitting and yielding models
that usually generalise well. This is an asset, as in our
case we have few data andmodel fitting with few data is
prone to overfitting. For more information on DPGMM
we refer to Teh [20] and El-Arini [21]. Fig. 2 gives an
overview of the complete PbD procedure we propose.
3.2. Data preprocessing
Initial inspection of the data showed that in a series of
performed beating-time gestures usually the first and
last ones were outliers comparable to a warming-up and
cooling-down e↵ect. For that reason, these cycles were
excluded from further analysis.
Beating-time gestures are simple geometric move-
ments and most of them can be studied by projection
of the positional coordinates onto the frontal (coronal)
plane. In our experimental set-up the coronal plane was
defined by the recorded chest markers. The coordinates
of the hand markers, making up the beating-time ges-
ture, were then orthogonally projected onto this coronal
plane. This three to two dimensional reduction permits
a better visualisation. For the purpose of controlling
an actual robot, full dimensional data should be used
instead.
In addition to the positional coordinates, we
calculated the velocity as the derivative of the positional
data. A local (linear) regression filter was applied
to calculate smooth derivatives. The size of the
regression window was set to 0.100 s corresponding
with an amplitude response that is proportional to
the frequency in the useful frequency band of 0-6 Hz.
The 0-6 Hz range was derived from spectrograms. This
regression filter was applied to all coordinates.
In the course of a demonstration, we spotted that
position and size of the basic gestures changed from
measure to measure. To overcome this issue we
added a normalisation step. Two di↵erent methods for
normalisation were considered giving slightly di↵erent
results (Fig. 3). One method interprets the entire
set of demonstrations as one long lasting gesture.
Normalisation is then equal to high pass filtering
(detrending) followed by scaling. Another method
views the entire set as a sequence of separate individual
basic gestures and normalises per basic gesture by
subtracting the basic gesture’s average value. Visual
inspection learns that the latter fitted better to reality.
So we opted for the second method.
The normalised variables were then stored
in a four-dimensional data vector: Xm,n =
[posxm,n posym,n velxm,n velym,n] where m is the basic
gesture index (in our case a value from 1 to 40) and n the
sample index in our basic gesture (in our case n ranged
from 1 to 200, the number of samples per gesture).
We then used the notation Xm to refer to all samples
from one basic beating-time gesture. In Fig. 4 we
display the variables posx, posy, velx, vely representing
the normalised versions of the horizontal position,
respectively the vertical position, the horizontal
velocity and the vertical velocity.
The next steps in our solution follow roughly the
procedure explored by Vakanski et al. [22] and Aleotti
et al. [5] but with some adaptations to our specific
needs. As our gestures are beating-time gestures, they
are subject to temporal constraints imposed by the
temporal structure of the music they were performed
on. Additionally, our solution uses a DPGMM in
combination with a continuous HMM (cHMM) opposed
to the combination of Linde-Buzo-Gray-clustering and
discrete HMMs adopted in [22]. The three next steps
are: (i) point extraction using HMMs (section 3.3) and
(ii) time warping using DTW (section 3.4) and (iii)
generalised trajectory generation via non-uniform B-
Spline regression (section 3.5).
3.3. Key point extraction
The key points constitute the fingerprint of a gesture,
the minimum amount of information needed to
reconstruct a trajectory. Our approach places the key
points at the hidden state transitions of a continuous
HMM (cHMM).
We consider our movement trajectories in an
augmented feature space of four dimensions (4D),
having two-dimensional (2D) position variables, and
2D velocity variables. Remember from Eq. 1 that
we need a target trajectory for position and velocity.
The number of internal HMM states and the initial
values of the HMM parameters are calculated from
a DPGMM. The DPGMM is similar to a Gaussian
Mixture Model (GMM) except that the number of
clusters is determined directly from the data and not
from an additional data validation step. The DPGMM
clusters are shown in Fig. 5 using two separate 2D
representations, one for the positional coordinates and
one for the velocity values. The cluster assignment
reveals that the performance can be understood as a
chain of single Gaussians. We therefore propose as
model a Bakis left-to-right HMM with single Gaussian
emissions.
The exact number of states is derived from a single
basic gesture m⇤ which is selected via some criterion.
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Figure 2. Flow Chart of the followed procedure for PbD. (i) DPGMM, as front-end for a continuous HMM, is used to calculate itsnumber of hidden states and to set its initial emission values. (ii) a cHMM defines the key points which are used to create a referencesignal for (iii) DTW. Eventually (iv) non-uniform cubic spline regression on the warped gestures produces a smooth generalised gesture.
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Figure 3. Diﬀerences between 2 normalisation methods. Method1 uses the detrending signal (black) for normalisation. Method 2uses the average per basic gesture (red) for normalisation .
Our criterion is the maximum log-likelihood of the
gesture given the DPGMM (2-3).
p(x|✓) =
KX
k=1
⇡kN (x|µk,⌃k) (2)
m⇤ = argmax
m
(log(P(Xm|✓)))
= argmax
m
(
200X
n=1
log(
KX
k=1
⇡kN (xm,n|µk,⌃k))) (3)
Note that x stands here for a 4D data vector
(including position and velocity), K for the number
of clusters, ⇡k for the mixing weight of cluster k
and (µk ,⌃k) are the mean and the covariance matrix
of cluster k. Xm stands for the sequence of x-vectors
observed in basic gesture m. The number of states is set
equal to the number of segments (vectors with the same
winning Gaussian) in the best basic gesture m⇤.
Besides the number of hidden states we need to learn
the other HMM parameters as well. HMM parameters
are usually denoted as   = (⇡, A, E) the vector of mean
vectors and covariance matrices used for computing the
emission probabilities.
Without loss of generality we can set ⇡ = [1 0 ... 0]
meaning that we always start at hidden state 1. The
other parameters (A,E) are learned from the data
by means of the Baum-Welch algorithm. The Baum-
Welch algorithm needs initial values for the transition
probability matrix (A) and for the emission parameters
(E). The transition probabilities are set to allow only
self-transitions and forward transitions to the next state
and to the second next state. Their initial settings are
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Figure 4. Normalized trajectories, with (a) being the positional coordinates, and (b) being the velocity coordinates. The trajectoriesfor 37 basic gestures are shown.
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Figure 5. Cluster assignment (based upon positional coordinates and velocity coordinates).
calculated from the state assignments implied by the
best basic gesture m⇤ found before. Here ⌧i represents
the duration of the segment corresponding to state i.
According to the recommendations of [22] and using
Z as a normalizing constant (
P
j Aij = 1), the transition
probabilities are set to:
Ai,i = (1   1⌧i )(1/Z)
Ai,i+1 =
1
⌧i
(1/Z)
Ai,i+2 =
1
4⌧i
(1/Z) (4)
As explained before, every cluster (segment) of m⇤
corresponds with one hidden state. In the initial
emission structure we store the mean vector and
the covariance matrix of the corresponding Gaussian
cluster. All initial parameters are set now and the HMM
is ready for training using the Baum-Welch algorithm.
Once the HMM is trained, an obvious solution would
be to select the basic gesture with the highest log-
likelihood given the HMM [23]. This straightforward
solution might look attractive at first sight but it fails
to handle the temporal variation in an appropriate
way. This is because HMMs exhibit some degree of
invariance to local warping of the time-axis [24]. We
propose to calculate and to define for every basic
gesture the most likely hidden state sequence using the
Viterbi algorithm and to define the HMM key points
where the hidden state transitions occur. However,
as shown in Fig. 6, they su↵er from positional and
temporal variation and in order to solve that problem
we apply DTW.
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Figure 6. HMM key points for all basic gestures and their positional variation.
3.4. DTW
OurDTW approach consists out of two steps. In the first
step we calculate a reference signal and in the second
step we align every basic gesture with that reference
signal.
This approach is basically the one advocated in [22]
but it is adapted to accommodate the temporal
constraint that all gestures complete in one measure.
Firstly, we calculate from all basic gestures the average
duration of every hidden state. This information is used
to subdivide the period of one measure and results in
a set of time markers (a time vector) with one marker
for every hidden state transition. Now, we use the basic
gesture with the highest log-likelihood given the HMM
and align this gesture by mapping the timestamps of
its key points to the previously produced time vector
and this by linear temporal interpolation. This means
linear stretching or shrinking of the corresponding state
intervals. The resulting signal is the reference signal
used for DTW.
Next, we warp all other basic gestures to this
reference signal. DTW is preferred here over linear
temporal interpolation as it handles the spatial
distortion of the signals more e ciently [22].
The DTW procedure requires for every basic gesture
a (dis)similarity matrix (D). The task of DTW is to
find herein an optimal path. Every element of the
dissimilarity matrix (Di,j ) is calculated as the Euclidean
l2-norm between a 4D sample i of the reference signal
sref and a 4D sample j of the basic gesture sbas
(see Eq. 5). Note that some authors recommend a
shape preserving time constraint while calculating the
optimal path [25].
Di,j = ksref (i)   sbas(j)k2 (5)
The similarity matrix is then used to find the
sequence of pairs (i, j) forming a path along which the
sum of distancesD(i, j) is minimal. This path represents
a time warping. A comparison of the original gestures
and the time warped gestures is displayed in Fig. 7. We
define DTW key points as the motion vectors of the
warped signals at the previously defined time vector.
It is clear that the bundles from the warped signals
are more compact, confirming that our procedure
takes some of the variance away. The actual DTW
implementation was done using a Matlab program by
Ellis [26].
3.5. Generalised trajectory
As a result of DTW we have a set of time-warped basic
gestures and we have their values (DTW key points) at
the newly created time vector. The time vector defines
the (non-equidistant) knots for cubic spline regression
and the DTWkey points are input to the regression. The
whole procedure is visualised in Fig. 8. Here the non-
equidistant knots (time vector) are symbolised by a red
line and the DTW key points (values) are represented
by blue dots. The resulting regression line is shown in
black.
The regression lines for all coordinates make up the
generalised trajectory of a beating-time gesture and
form the target trajectory for a robot. This is presented
for model 3 in Fig. 9. The red dots correspond here
with the calculated time vector used for the DTW key
points. The generalised trajectories of the other models
can be found in Fig. 10. The trajectories displayed are
the targets for the positional coordinates. The targets for
the velocity coordinates are not shown here.
3.6. Benchmarking
We benchmarked the results of our method against
two other methods. As a first alternative method, we
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Figure 7. The original signals are shown in the left figure. The warped signals together with the set of time markers (red lines) areshown in the right figure (for conducting model 3).
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Figure 8. Spline Regression: knots are set at the calculated timevector. The DTW key points are the values from the warped basicgestures at this time vector. The knots and the DTW key pointsare input to cubic spline regression. The example shown hereis for the y-coordinate and is for the generalised trajectory ofsubject 1 - model 3.
produced a generalised trajectory directly from all
basic gestures in the demonstration. Hereby uniform
cubic splines (having equidistant knots) were used.
As a second alternative method, we used Gaussian
Mixture Regression (GMR) [27][28]. We set the number
of Gaussian components in this method equal to the
number of components discovered by our DPGMM.
Eventually, we compared our proposed solution of a key
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Figure 9. Generalized trajectory and its key points for conductingmodel 3.
point-based generalised trajectory with the two other
methods in Fig. 11.
The main di↵erence is that the extrema are more
pronounced for our key point-based method compared
to the two other methods. The preservation of the
extrema is due to the removal of the temporal variance
by using DTW. This step should therefore be part of best
practice [6].
A next logical question is whether we can define
quantitative performance indicators to benchmark
these various solutions. This proves to be a di cult
point. In literature we find often the Root Mean Square
Error (RMSE) as metric for benchmarking [6, 22]. RMSE
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Figure 10. Generalized trajectory and key points of all conducting models.
evaluates how well a gesture x matches another gesture
y using Eq. 6.
RMSE =
vuut NP
i=1
   x(i)   y(i)   2
N
(6)
The idea is to use the sum of all RMSE values coming
from the comparison of every basic gesture with the
generalised trajectory. The major concern with this
metric is that it overlooks the temporal variation and
that makes it inappropriate for our application. An
improvement, namely time warped RMSE, calculates
the RMSE values not for the original but for the time
warped basic gestures. Although this handles temporal
variation there is now the additional issue of what
signal should be used as reference for DTW alignment.
Selecting one or another reference strongly biases the
RMSE results, making this solution also inappropriate.
An interesting alternative solution is not to compare
the gestures for every timestamp but to compare the
curves as a whole. This can be done by defining the
area between the curves as distance measurement.
This area can be approximated by for example regular
resampling. Still, this gives us nomeasure to express the
temporal variation. All these issues made us consider
other performance indicators that relate well to the
ultimate application. Beating-time gestures use the
extrema to convey beat information, so preserving the
extrema and their timing is an important performance
indicator. Other indicators we propose measure how
suitable a target trajectory is for a robot. Candidate
indicators are the jerk (derivative of acceleration)
of robot movement and also the required on-line
computation time.
4. An application
Beating-time gestures indicate the musical beat, mean-
ing that these gestures have temporal targets, or goal
points. Godøy defines goal points as certain salient
events in the music such as downbeats, or vari-
ous accent types, or melodic peaks to which sound-
producing and sound-accompanying movements are
aimed [29]. Goal points link gestures with time and
for beating-time gestures, the goal points of interest are
the beat times. Note that the goal points are di↵erent
from the previously discussed key points. Goal points
relate to time, whereas key points reflect the shape of
a trajectory. The concept of goal points is useful for
our application where we want to generate a sequence
of beating-time gestures that fit to music. Fitting to
music basically means adapting generalised trajectories
in terms of musical tempo and musical amplitude.
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Figure 11. Benchmark of our proposed solution (keypoint-based)against an uniform-splines solution and a GMR solution for model3. For the uniform-splines solution the knots are set equidistant,this opposed to our Key point-based solution. The GMR solutionuses the same number of Gaussian clusters as discovered by ourDPGMM method. For visibility reasons this figure zooms in onthe top left part of the gesture. For convenience of the reader weadded solid circles to all solutions indicating the position of thetrajectories at the fourth beat. We notice that the key point-basedsolution excels in handling the temporal variation as it is betterin preserving the extrema.
For the metronome stimuli used in our experimental
set-up (see Section 2), goal points could be easily
identified as they coincided with the timestamps of
the metronome ticks. For music, the goal points must
coincide with the beat points in the music. Beat points
in music are typically extracted using some beat tracker
program (check McKinney et al. [30] for an overview of
beat tracker programs).
To adapt a generalised gesture to music we map the
intervals between the goal points from the generalised
gesture to the intervals made up by the beat points
of the music (Fig. 12, see also a video example
at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x52ltGb9nlQ&
feature=youtu.be). This can be achieved by stretching
and shrinking the time intervals and the easiest way
to achieve this is by linear temporal interpolation as is
shown in Fig. 13. This works well for positional data
but for velocity data an additional step is required.
Remember from Eq. 1 that a robot needs a target for
position and velocity. For velocity data we do linear
temporal interpolation as well but in addition all
velocity values have to be changed proportionally to the
stretch of the time interval. If the time interval doubles
(i.e., music has a slower tempo than the metronome),
the velocity should be set to half. We recall that the
generalised trajectory for our conducting gesture is
made from a set of normalised performances. That
Figure 12. An application: A beating-time gesture for music ismade by mapping the goal points (beat times) of a generalisedtrajectory to the beat points of the music. This is achieved bylinear temporal interpolation. The time progress bar shows theactual time stamp of the music and the actual position of thegesture (between beat two and three). This operation changesthe run-through speed of the generalised gesture. Additionallythe amplitude of the generalised gesture can be changed inaccordance with the musical amplitude.
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Figure 13. Making a beating-time gesture for music (MusicX,Music Y) from a generalised trajectory (Gen X,Gen Y). Thegeneral trajectory is labeled Gen X for its X-coordinate and GenY for its Y coordinate, the synthesised gesture Music X and MusicY. All horizontal-axes express time in seconds. The procedure mapsthe goal points (metronomic ticks) of the generalised trajectoryonto the goal points (beat points) of the music. The goal points arevisualised by vertical red lines, the mapping by green lines. Thesynthesised beating-time gesture (Music X,Music Y) is calculatedby linear temporal interpolation.
makes the generalised trajectory also normalised and
easily scalable. Scales can be chosen in accordance with
musical amplitude.
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5. Discussion
The main aim of this study was to provide a PbD
solution to the generation of generalised trajectories
of periodic, multi-segmented beating-time gestures -
on the basis of a (small) set of demonstrations. In
essence, our solution involved a dynamic time warping
approach that focused on the construction of a reference
signal for time warping. The reference signal holds
temporal information coming from all basic gestures
and is calculated from the hidden state transitions of
a fitted HMM. This calculation involves an averaging
step and as such it is outlier sensitive. Hence, care
should be taken to remove outlying basic gestures prior
to the analysis. To identify outliers or even to inspect
the quality of a performance we recommend to use a
visual tool like for example "Gesture Heatmaps" [31].
With "Gesture Heatmaps" any localized feature can be
plotted against the gesture paths helping to identify
areas of di culty along the path.
The whole procedure has quite some similarities
to methods used for speech recognition and speech
synthesis. In that regard, it follows the idea of a vocoder
being an analysis/synthesis system, used to reproduce
human speech. For modelling speech, HMMs are the
de-facto standard. For synthesis however, an HMMdoes
not performwell since the durationmodel (hidden state
self transitions) is rather simplistic [32]. To attain good
performance, a separate durationmodel is utilised to fix
the instances were the state transitions have to occur.
Such a system is actually no longer an HMM system. It
is called a Hidden Semi-Markov Model (HSMM).
The location of the goal points for our calculated
generalised trajectories contradicts the intuitive under-
standing of a conducting gesture that most of us have.
Most people anticipate the beats to occur at the extrem-
ities of the conducting gesture movement. For example
for model 1 this is at the top, bottom, left and right
position. Our research learns however that there is a
lag of approximately 0.25s (compared to the 2s for
the bar) between these positions and the actual beat
points. Although our study was limited to four subjects
and generalisation is impossible, this result is in line
with a previous study from Luck and Toiviainen [33].
In their study, the authors found that an ensemble’s
performance, executed in an ecological setting with a
conductor, tended to be most highly synchronised with
periods of maximal deceleration along the trajectory,
in second place followed by periods of high vertical
velocity.
A critic on our method could be that the synthesised
beating-time gesture is not human. During the
production process of a generalised trajectory we
focused on timing, leading to an artificial trajectory
rather than on the human factor, what would mean
selecting one performance out of a set. However, our
artificial gesture was eventually humanised by making
it smooth through cubic spline regression. In addition,
our system is still o↵-line: We extract the beat points
o↵-line and up-front and we use them to generate a
synthesised beating-time gesture also o↵-line and up-
front. Moving from an o↵-line beat detection algorithm
to an on-line beat detection algorithm would make it
possible for a conductor to adapt the timing of his
gestures to what the orchestra is actual playing. We
suggest to follow an adaptive learning approach, based
on a maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation, and
integrating the propagated knowledge from previous
time intervals.
Our work is an initial but important step towards
a fully automated conducting system. Such a system,
either in the form of a robot or animated avatar, may
help people in performing beating-time gestures in
response to music. Consequently, this may reinforce
people’s ability to better discriminate and understand
temporal structures of music. Additionally, robots or
animated avatars may be attractive to people and
stimulate them to be active and involved, which
is a major asset in music-pedagogical settings. Our
present implementation is now limited to beating-time
gestures. A next step could be to move to a more
extended set of gestures, such as dance movements.
Also the procedures may be implemented in systems for
motor rehabilitation purposes.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we have developed a Programming by
Demonstration (PbD) method for generating a gener-
alised trajectory from a set of demonstrated periodic,
multi-segmented beating-time gestures. Beating-time
gestures are peculiar in the sense that they are targeted
at specific moments in time - indicated by musical
beats - while performing a particular spatial pattern.
Therefore, a major asset of our method is its ability
to cope with both the spatial and temporal variation
within a set of demonstrated periodic gestures. To
that end, it utilises two probabilistic models, namely a
DPGMM and a HMM, together with a DTW algorithm.
A secondary achievement of the paper is the develop-
ment of a procedure to adapt a generalised conducting
pattern to music on the basis of so-called goal points
(temporal targets). In future research, these procedures
may be used to drive robots or animate avatars in
contexts of music, dance, or motor rehabilitation.
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